This paper studies the classic minimum-cost perfect matching problem in complete graphs under certain stability constraints. Given some real α ≥ 1, a matching M is said to be α-stable if there does not exist any edge (x, y) / ∈ M such that α · w(x, y) < min{w(x, x ), w(y, y )}, where x and y are the vertices matched to x and y, respectively, under M . Given some real β ≥ 1, the perfect matching M is said to be β-minimum if the total cost of M is at most β times larger than that of the minimumcost perfect matching. We present a simple greedy algorithm that transforms a minimum-cost perfect matching on 2n vertices into an α-stable and β-minimum matching where β = O(n log(1+1/(2α)) ). In particular, this means that we can obtain a constant approximation for the minimum-cost perfect matching by choosing α = O(log n). On the negative side, we show that for any α ≥ 1, there exists a metric graph such that no α-stable perfect matching can be β-minimum unless β = Ω(n log(1+1/(2α)) ). Together, our findings establish an asymptotically tight trade-off between the (local) stability and the (global) cost of perfect matchings.
Introduction
This paper connects two classic approaches toward matchings. In his seminal 1965 paper, Jack Edmonds presented an algorithm that finds a maximum matching in a graph in polynomial time [3] . Lovász and Plummer [11] develop a generalization of Edmonds' algorithm for the weighted case which can also be used to compute a minimum-cost perfect matching in complete graphs. In another seminal paper published a few years earlier in 1962, David Gale and Lloyd Shapley introduced the notion of a stable matching and presented a polynomial time algorithm that computes one in a bipartite setting [5] . Whereas Edmonds and Lovász and Plummer give a globally optimal solution for the matching problem, Gale and Shapley essentially compute a locally optimal solution, as no pair of nodes is unstable in the sense that they rather be matched to each other than their current partners.
In this paper we wonder whether there is a trade-off between the global and the local optimization problem, assuming that each node prefers to minimize the weight of the edge on which it is incident in the matching. Indeed, it is easy to convince oneself that a globally optimal solution does not have to be locally optimal, and vice versa. In fact, a simple example shows that in general, local and global optima are conflicting: Let G be a complete graph on four nodes u 1 , u 2 , v 1 , v 2 with edge weights w(u 1 , v 1 ) = w(u 2 , v 2 ) = 1, w(u 1 , u 2 ) = ε for some small ε > 0, and w(v 1 , v 2 ) = w(u 1 , v 2 ) = w(u 2 , v 1 ) = W for some large W . Then, the globally optimum perfect matching matches u i to v i for i = 1, 2 with a cost of 2, whereas the locally optimum perfect matching must match u 1 to u 2 , and hence also v 1 to v 2 which incurs a large cost.
The problem becomes exciting if we restrict ourselves to metric instances, where edge weights obey the triangle inequality. In this paper we develop asymptotically tight bounds regarding the trade-off of the global and the local optimization problems. While our lower bound already holds in one-dimensional Euclidean space, our constructive upper bound works for arbitrary metric spaces. We believe that our algorithm has many applications, as often one wants a globally good solution with stability benefits. (After all, nobody wants to provide explanations to a particular node pair why it was for the global good not to match them!) In many applications, one is interested in the bipartite case; our results can be extended to this case, but this is beyond the scope of the current version of this paper.
Related work. Finding a maximum matching in a graph is among the most extensively studied combinatorial optimization problems. Edmonds [3] presented the first poly-time algorithm for the unweighted version of the problem and initiated a long and fruitful line of work on this problem [7, 12, 1, 4, 13, 14] . A generalization of Edmonds' algorithm to the weighted case was presented in Lovász and Plummer's book [11] . Reducing the minimum-weight perfect matching problem in complete graphs to the maximumweight matching problem is trivial.
The stable matching problem, originally introduced by Gale and Shapley [5] , assumes that each node is equipped with a total order on the other nodes and that the preferences of the nodes are determined with respect to this total order. Gale and Shapley showed that in the bipartite case (a.k.a. stable marriage), a stable matching always exists, and in fact, can be computed by a simple poly-time algorithm. In contrast, the non-bipartite case, where all pairs of nodes can be matched, does not necessarily have a solution; Irving [8] presented a poly-time algorithm that finds a solution if one exists. Both the bipartite (marriage) variant and the all-pairs variant of the stable matching problem admit a plethora of literature; see, e.g., the books of Knuth [10] , Gusfield and Irving [6] , and Roth and Sotomayoror [16] .
Note that the algorithm of Gale and Shapley is not incentive compatible, namely, a strategic player will not necessarily cooperate with this algorithm when probed for her preferences. In fact, Roth [15] showed that there does not exist a stable marriage algorithm under which, it is a dominant strategy for all players to be truthful about their preferences. We do not consider the issue of incentive compatibility in the current paper (it is not even clear how this is defined in a weighted undirected graph).
The trade-off between the local stability and global optimization studied in the current paper can also be considered from the perspective of the price of anarchy [9, 17] , defined as the ratio of the minimum cost obtained by any strategy profile in a game to the maximum cost of of a strategy profile in Nash equilibrium, and even more from that of the price of stability [2] , defined similarly, but with respect to the minimum cost Nash equilibrium. The main difference is that in our matching setting, we consider deviations of pairs of players, whereas most works on the price of anarchy consider deviations of single players (of course, the game theoretic literature contains many works on the deviation of more general coalitions).
Problem Setting
In this paper, we consider matchings in metric graphs. A metric graph G = (V, V × V, w) is a weighted complete graph where all edge weights obey the triangle inequality, namely w(x, y) + w(y, z) ≥ w(x, z) for any three vertices x, y, z ∈ V . A subset of the edges M ⊆ V × V is called a matching of G if any two edges in M are incident to distinct vertices. Since each vertex is incident to at most one edge, we say that u is matched to v if (u, v) ∈ M and write M (u) = v and M (v) = u. M is called a perfect matching if every vertex in G is incident to an edge in M . The cost c(M ) of M is defined as the sum of the weights of the edges in M . By M * , we denote a certain fixed minimum-cost perfect matching for a given graph. Now, let M ⊆ V × V be a matching in a metric graph G = (V, V × V, w).
Otherwise, the edge is called α-stable. A matching M is called α-stable if it is a matching without an α-unstable edge.
Since this paper deals with α-stable matchings only, we will omit the parameter α and call edges as well as matchings just stable or unstable whenever α is clear from the context or the argumentation holds for every choice of α. Otherwise, we explicitly write c-stable for some c.
Since we focus on perfect matchings in this paper, we assume that G consists of an even number of vertices unless stated otherwise. Furthermore, we assume log x to denote the logarithm of x to the base of 2.
3 Lower Bound Theorem 1. For every value of α ≥ 1 and for every positive integer i, there exists a metric graph G with n = 2 i vertices such that no α-stable matching M on G is β-minimum unless β = Ω n log(1+1/(2α)) .
Proof. We recursively define a point configuration C i embedded in one-dimensional space depending on the value of α with n = 2 i vertices. We will show that the metric graph G i with vertex set C i and edge weights as given by the distance between two points in C i has the desired property.
We define the base point configuration C 1 with two vertices x 1 and x 2 with d(x 1 , x 2 ) = 1. For a configuration C i we define C i as the maximum distance between two vertices in C i ; hence we have
The point configuration C i+1 for i > 1 is obtained by placing two instances of C i at distance (1/α − ε) · C i from each other, where ε > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant. By induction on i, C i = (2 + 1/α − ε) i−1 and hence the gap between the two instances of C i is (1/α − ε)(2 + 1/α − ε) i−1 . Figure 1 shows the construction up to C 4 . Now let M be an α-stable matching on G i . M has to contain each edge e = (x, y) with w(e) = 1/α−ε. Otherwise, such an edge would be unstable since w(e) < α·min{w(x, x ), w(y, y )} for all other vertices x , y . Given that all vertices with distance 1/α − ε are therefore already matched, we can apply the same argument for each edge connecting two adjacent vertices with edge weight (1/α−ε)(2+1/α−ε) and thereby conclude that these edges have to be in M as well. By repeating this argument, we end up with the unique α-stable matching M that has to contain the edge with the largest weight in G i and and
The recursively defined metric graph G i has a unique "expensive" α-stable matching M . all other edges connecting two adjacent vertices with a distance not equal to 1. For G 4 , this matching is depicted in Figure 1 .
Since the edge with the largest weight in G i is part of the α-stable matching as described above and the weight of this edge is
The cost of the minimum-cost perfect matching M * is not larger than that of the matching using all edges with length 1, thus we can bound the cost of M * as
We calculate the value of β as follows.
One can show that the matching using all edges with length 1 is actually the unique minimum-cost perfect matching M * for G i . It is interesting to notice, that this matching is maximally unstable in the sense that M * and the stable matching M are completely disjoint.
The Upper Bound
In this section, we establish an upper bound on the trade-off between α and β in general metric graphs that asymptotically matches the lower bound of Theorem 1. Our upper bound is constructive, relying on a greedy algorithm presented in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 provides a simplified version of the analysis that holds only for the case of α = O(log n). A more involved analysis that covers the general case is given in Section 4.3.
Greedy Algorithm for α-Stable Matchings
The following algorithm transforms the minimum-cost matching M * into an α-stable matching.
if (u, v) is unstable with respect to M then 4:
end if 6: end for 7: return M We assume that edge weight ties are resolved in an arbitrary but consistent manner. We call the operation in line 4 a flip of the edge (u, v).
In the following, we denote by M i the matching calculated by the above algorithm at the end of iteration i. Moreover, M 0 = M * is the initial minimum-cost perfect matching and M G the final matching returned by Algorithm 1.
Lemma 2. For any unstable edge b created by the flip of an edge e, we have w(e) < w(b).
Proof. We consider the edge e = (u, v) being flipped and we denote by e = (M (u), M (v)) the second new edge joining M as a result of the flip. The two edges that are removed by the flip are denoted by f and g. See Figure 2 for an illustration of the situation. When an edge e is flipped, there are essentially two different cases for an unstable edge to be created. Either the unstable edge contains one vertex of e or one vertex of e . No other vertices are involved in the flip and thus every new unstable edge has to contain at least one of the four vertices. We assume without loss of generality that a vertex of the edge g is incident to the unstable edge created by the flip.
Let us first consider the case where a vertex of e is incident on the new unstable edge. This case is denoted as the edge b 1 in Figure 2 . We assume that b 1 is stable before the flip and unstable thereafter. For b 1 to be unstable after the flip, we must have α · w(b 1 ) < w(e) and α · w(b 1 ) < w(c). But as e is unstable before the flip, we have α · w(e) < w(g) and thus we get α · w(b 1 ) < w(e) < w(g)/α ≤ w(g). This means that b 1 was already unstable before the flip, which is a contradiction to the assumption. Hence, no vertex of e can be part of the new unstable edge.
Let us now consider the case, where a vertex from e is part of the new unstable edge (b 2 in Figure 2 ). Since the unstable edge b 2 is created due to the flip of e, it must be stable before the flip which implies α · w(b 2 ) ≥ w(g). But as e is unstable before the flip, we have α · w(e) < w(g) and thus we get w(e) < w(g)/α ≤ w(b 2 ) which completes the proof.
Corollary 3 follows by induction on i. Corollary 3. Let e i be the edge that is considered in iteration i. Then w(e i ) < w(b) for any unstable edge b in M i .
Lemma 4. The GREEDY-STAB algorithm transforms a minimum-cost perfect matching into a valid α-stable matching in time O(n 2 log n).
Proof. The running time of the algorithm is dominated by the step of sorting the edges in G according to their weight. This takes O(n 2 log n) steps. The second phase -the actual algorithm -runs in O(n 2 ) steps since it iterates once over all edges in V × V and each iteration takes O(1) time.
The correctness of the algorithm is established by Corollary 3 since it states that in the last iteration, all unstable edges have strictly larger weight than the edge currently considered. Since this edge is already the one with the largest weight, there cannot be any unstable edges in the final matching M G .
Cost Analysis
In this section, we want to bound the cost of the α-stable matching returned by the GREEDY-STAB algorithm relative to the cost of a minimum-cost perfect matching. To this end, we will transcribe the changes that the GREEDY-STAB algorithm performs on the minimum-cost perfect matching through a collection of logical rooted trees, referred to as the flip forest, and assign weights to the nodes of the trees in this forest that will then allow us to derive an upper bound on the cost of the α-stable matching returned by the algorithm.
Since this section makes heavy use of rooted binary trees and their properties, we require a few definitions. In a full binary tree, each inner node has exactly two leaves. The depth d(v) of a node v in a tree T is the length of the unique path from the root of T to v and the height h(T ) of a tree T is defined as the maximal depth of any node in T . The height h(v) of a node v of T is defined to be the height of its subtree. The leaf set L(T ) or L(F ) of a tree T or a collection F of trees is the set of all leaves in T or F , respectively. The leaf set L(v) of a node v in a tree is L(T v ) where T v is the subtree rooted at v. Finally, two nodes with the same parent are called sibling nodes.
First we shall prove a property of the edges that are flipped by GREEDY-STAB. Recall that M i denotes the matching maintained by the algorithm at the end of iteration i.
Lemma 5.
If an edge e is flipped in iteration i, then e ∈ M j for all j ≥ i and in particular e ∈ M G . Proof deferred to the appendix.
Consider an iteration of the GREEDY-STAB algorithm where edge (u, v) is flipped because it was unstable at the beginning of the iteration. Then the two edges (u, M (u)) and (v, M (v)) are replaced by (u, v) and (M (u), M (v)). Since -according to Lemma 5 -the edge (u, v) is selected irrevocably, the edges (u, M (u)) and (v, M (v)) can never be part of M again. The only edge, of the four edges involved, that may be changed again, is the edge (M (u), M (v)). Thus, we refer to (M (u), M (v)) as an active edge. We also refer to all edges in M 0 as active.
Using the notion of active edges, we shall now model the changes that GREEDY-STAB applies to the matching during its execution through a logical helper structure called the flip forest.
Definition (Flip Forest). The flip forest F = (U, K) for a certain execution of GREEDY-STAB is a collection of rooted trees with node set U and link set K. It contains a node u e ∈ U corresponding to each edge e ∈ V × V that has been active at some stage during the execution. This correspondence is denoted by u e ∼ e. ∼ M * Figure 4 : All leaves and isolated nodes of the flip forest F correspond to edges in the minimal-cost matching M * . Each inner node corresponds to the active edge that resulted from the respective flip. Note that the edge that got flipped and is therefore irrevocably selected into M G has no corresponding node in F . For the purpose of illustration, we can associate such an edge with the respective node as indicated by a line below the respective inner node. These edges constitute the matching M G together with the edges corresponding to isolated vertices and roots, indicated by a line above the node.
Note that to avoid confusion between the basic elements of G and the basic elements of F , we refer to the formers as vertices/edges and to the latters as nodes/links.
The definition of a flip forest ensures that for each flip of the algorithm, we obtain a binary flip tree segment as depicted by Figure 3 . When we transcribe each flip operation of the complete execution of the GREEDY-STAB algorithm into a flip tree segment as explained above, we end up with a collection of full binary trees -a forest as depicted in Figure 4 . This is because the parent node of a tree segment may appear as a child node of the tree segment corresponding to a later iteration of the algorithm since its corresponding edge is still active and therefore may participate in another flip. Each such tree is called a flip tree in the following. Observe that all leaves in the flip forest correspond to edges in the minimum-cost perfect matching M 0 = M * .
We now define a function ψ : U → R that maps a virtual weight to each node in the flip forest F as follows. For each leaf of a flip tree in F , we set ψ( ) := w(e), where ∼ e and we recall that an edge corresponding to a leaf node in F is part of M * . The function ψ is extended to an inner node x of a flip tree with child nodes y and z by the recursion
For the ease of argumentation, we call the child with smaller (respectively, larger) value of ψ as well as the link leading to its parent light (resp., heavy). We denote the light child of a node x as x L and the heavy child as x H . Then we can rewrite the above recursion as follows
Lemma 6. Let x be a node in F and e an edge in G with x ∼ e. Then w(e) ≤ ψ(x).
Proof. We prove the statement by induction over the height of x in its flip tree. The assertion holds for every leaf x ∼ e in the flip forest as ψ(x) = w(e) by definition for a leaf x. Assume as induction hypothesis that the statement holds for the two children x L and x H of a node x that represents a flip of the edge (u, v). Then we have x ∼ (M (u), M (v)) = e and we assume without loss of generality that x H ∼ (u, M (u)) = e u and x L ∼ (v, M (v)) = e v . Thus we have w(e u ) ≤ ψ(x H ) and w(e v ) ≤ ψ(x L ).
This flip tree segment represents the replacement of the edges e u and e v by e and (u, v), which happened because the edge (u, v) was unstable with respect to M , that is α · w(u, v) < w(e v ). Since G is a metric graph, w adheres to the triangle inequality and we can bound w(x) as follows.
w(e) ≤ w(e u ) + w(e v ) + w(u, v)
Definition (Light Depth). The light depth λ(x) of a node x in a flip forest F is the number of light links on the direct path from x to the root of the flip tree containing x.
Lemma 7. For a node x in a flip tree we have
Proof. We prove the statement by induction over the height of x in its flip tree. The statement holds for a leaf node x since then we have L(x) = {x} and λ(x) − λ(x) = 0. Now we assume as induction hypothesis that the statement holds for both children x H and x L of a node x. By definition we have
The following corollary is immediate, since λ(r T ) = 0 for the root r T of a flip tree T .
Corollary 8.
For the root r T of a flip tree T , we have
The following observation stems from the fact that in each segment, the ψ-value of the parent is at least (2 + 1/α) times that of the light child (equality holds when both children have the same value of ψ).
Observation 9. For any flip tree T with root r T and any leaf of T , we have
We now turn to bound ψ(r T ) for all trees T ∈ F with respect to the sum of the weights of the edges that correspond to the leaves of T . Since all these edges are part of M * by construction of F , this will allow us to bound the cost of M G with respect to M * . Lemma 10. The virtual weights in a flip tree T satisfy
Proof deferred to the appendix.
At this stage, we would like to relate the virtual weight ψ(r T ) of the roots r T in F to the cost of the stable matching M G returned by the GREEDY-STAB algorithm. To that end, we observe that M G consists of the edges corresponding to the roots in F and to the edges that have flipped along the course of the execution; let D denote the set of the latter edges.
Consider the flip of edge (u, v), resulting in the insertion of edge
where the second equation holds by a telescoping argument. The next corollary follows as c(M * ) =
We are now ready to establish the following theorem.
Proof. Employing Lemma 10 and setting α = O(log n), we get ψ(r T ) = O ∈L(T ) ψ( ) . Corollary 11 and the fact that c(M * ) = ∈L(F ) ψ( ) then imply that c(M G ) = O(c(M * )) as desired.
Tight Upper Bound
Our goal in this section is to show that when the GREEDY-STAB algorithm is invoked with parameter α ≥ 1, it returns a β-minimum perfect matching for β = O(n log(1+1/(2α)) ). This is performed by a taking a deeper examination of the properties of our flip trees and their virtual weights. It will be convenient to ignore the relation of the flip trees to the GREEDY-STAB algorithm at this stage; in other words, we consider an abstract full binary tree T with a function w : L(T ) → R ≥0 that assigns non-negative weights to the leaves of T , which then determines the virtual weight ψ(x) of each node in T , following the recursion of Equation (1) . Note that we allow our tree T to have zero-weight leaves now (this can only make our analysis more general).
Definition (Complete Binary Tree). A full binary tree T is called complete if all leaves are at depth h(T ) or h(T ) − 1. Given some positive integer n that will typically be the number of leaves in some tree, let h(n) = log n and let k(n) = 2 h(n) − n. Note that 0 ≤ k(n) < 2 h(n)−1 .
Definition (ψ-Balanced Flip Tree). A full binary tree T is called ψ-balanced if for any two sibling nodes x, y in T , we have ψ(x) = ψ(y).
Consider some full binary tree T . Let Λ(T ) denote the sum of the virtual weights of T 's leaves, that is, Λ(T ) = ∈L(T ) ψ( ), and let Ψ(T ) = ψ(r T ) (recall that r T denotes the root of T ). The following observation is established by induction on the depth of the nodes. Definition (Effect of a Flip Tree). The effect η(T ) of a full binary tree T is defined to be
An n-leaf full binary tree T is said to be effective if it maximizes η(T ), namely, if there does not exist any n-leaf full binary tree T such that η(T ) > η(T ).
Intuitively speaking, if we think of T as a flip tree, then its effect is a measure for the factor by which the flips represented by T increase the cost of M * when applied to it. But, once again, we do not restrict our attention to flip trees at this stage. The effect of a full binary tree is essentially determined by its topology and by the assignment of weights to its leaves. It is important to point out that by Corollary 8, the effect of a full binary tree is not affected by scaling its leaf weights. Our upper bound is established by showing that the effect of an effective n-leaf full binary tree is O n log(1+1/(2α)) . We begin by developing a better understanding of the topology of effective ψ-balanced full binary trees. Lemma 14. An effective n-leaf ψ-balanced full binary tree must be complete.
Proof. Aiming for a contradiction, suppose that T is not complete and scale the leaf weights in T so that Ψ(T ) = 1. Because T is not complete, it must have leaves at depth d 1 and at depth d 2 , where
The assertion is established by showing that an n-leaf full binary tree with higher effect can be obtained by a small modification to T 's topology, in contradiction to the assumption that T is effective.
Let y be a leaf at depth d 1 and 1 and 2 be two leaves at depth d 2 > d 1 + 1 with parent node z. Since T is ψ-balanced, we can employ Observation 13 to conclude that ψ(
Now, consider the ψ-balanced full binary tree T obtained from T by removing 1 and 2 and adding two new leaves 1 and 2 as children of y with virtual weight ψ( 1 ) = ψ( 2 ) = (2 + 1/α) −d 1 −1 , keeping the virtual weight of all other nodes unchanged. By doing so, we turn z -an internal node in T -into a leaf (whose virtual weight remains ψ(z) = (2 + 1/α) −d 2 +1 ). On the other hand, y which is a leaf in T , is an internal node in T . Therefore,
As Ψ(T ) = Ψ(T ) = 1, it follows that η(T ) > η(T ), in contradiction to the effectiveness of T .
Next, we develop a closed-form expression for the effect of complete ψ-balanced full binary trees.
Lemma 15. The effect of an n-leaf complete ψ-balanced full binary tree T is
where h = h(n) and k = k(n).
Note that the expression for the effect of an n-leaf complete ψ-balanced full binary tree promised by Lemma 15 is monotonically increasing with h and monotonically decreasing with k. We are now ready to show that it is essentially sufficient to consider complete ψ-balanced full binary trees.
Lemma 16. An effective n-leaf full binary tree must be ψ-balanced.
Proof. We prove the statement by induction on the number of leaves n. The base case of a tree having a single leaf (which is also the root) holds vacuously; the base case of a tree having two leaves is trivial. Assume that the assertion holds for trees with less than n leaves and let T be an effective n-leaf full binary tree. Let T L and T H be the subtrees rooted at the light and heavy, respectively, children of r T (break ties arbitrarily). Let n L and n H be the number of leaves in T L and T H , respectively, where n L + n H = n and 0 < n L , n H < n. By the inductive hypothesis, we conclude that T L and T H must be ψ-balanced, as otherwise, η(T L ) and/or η(T H ) can be increased, hence η(T ) can also be increased. Lemma 14 then guarantees that both T L and T H are complete.
Aiming for a contradiction, suppose that T is not ψ-balanced, that is Ψ(T H ) > Ψ(T L ). Assume without loss of generality that the leaf weights are scaled such that Λ(T ) = Λ(T H ) + Λ(T L ) = 1 and set Λ(T L ) = x, Λ(T H ) = 1 − x, for some 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. Let T be the tree minimizing x among all trees satisfying the aforementioned assumptions.
We argue that x cannot be neither 0 nor 1. Indeed, if x = 1, then Ψ(T H ) = 0, in contradiction to the assumption that Ψ(T H ) > Ψ(T L ). On the other hand, if x = 0, then Ψ(T ) = Ψ(T H ) and Λ(T ) = Λ(T H ), hence η(T ) = η(T H ). But since T H has n H < n leaves, Lemma 15 guarantees that its effect is smaller than that of an n-leaf complete ψ-balanced full binary tree, in contradiction to the assumption that T is effective.
So, we may subsequently assume that 0 < x < 1. Employing Lemma 15, we can express Ψ(T ) as
, and k L = k(n L ). Using this expression, we can formulate η(T ) as a function f = f (x), setting
The crucial observation now is that f (x) is linear in x, thus df dx (x) is independent of x. Therefore, if df dx (x) > 0, then f (x) = η(T ) can be increased by increasing x (shifting weight from the leaves of T H to the leaves of T L ), in contradiction to the effectiveness of T . Otherwise, we can decrease x (shifting weight from the leaves of T L to the leaves of T H ) without decreasing f (x) = η(T ), contradicting the assumption that x is minimum. The assertion follows.
Recalling that h = h(n) and k = k(n), we observe that (2 + 1/α) h 2 h + k/α = Θ (1 + 1/(2α)) h = Θ n log(1+1/(2α)) .
Combined with Lemmas 14, 15, and 16, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 17. The effect of an n-leaf full binary tree is O n log(1+1/(2α)) .
Now, let us return the focus to our flip forest. Recalling that flip trees T ∈L(T ) ψ( ) = c(M * ), and using Corollary 11, we conclude that The desired upper bound then follows from Corollary 17.
Theorem. The matching returned by GREEDY-STAB is β-minimum for β = O n log(1+1/(2α)) .
